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the folds of their robes, withholding the mtidra that migbt
clarify their meaning. By moving away from direct confron-
tation with the viewer, both paintings also blur the distinction
between icon and narrative, demanding that die timele.ssne.ss
of the sacred .somehow be fitted into a biiman temporality.
This is essentially what A Solitaiy Temple does, and, as Jonathan
Hay amply demonstrates, this mediation and the many others it
effects simnltancoiLsly are fiu" from simple and far from stable.
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Response:
"Picture Idea" and Its Cultural Dynamics in Northern
Song China
Eugene Y. Wang

Not all pictures are created equal. There is no guarantee that
a painting necessarily has a "pictorial conception," Thus
spoke the Chinese theorists in the Northern Song dynasty
(960-1127), when stich a notion became a discursive preoc-
cupation. Tbe premise is tbat a painting is considered to
display a "pictorial conception" only wben its fortnal tnecha-
nism produces certain ineffable effects that evoke sugges-
tive moods, conceptual overtones, or extralinguistic flavors
comparable to tbose inspired by poetry. Wiiat is evoked is
thus known as the "pictorial conception" or "picture idea
(huayi)."^ The concept is now often explicated through a
tnaster nanative of a general shift in taste and formal dispo-
sition away frotn the professional painter's deadpan verisi-
militude toward extrapictorial conceptualism favored by the
literati. This is a half-truth. The richness of "pictorial
conception" is noi necessarily proi.)<jrtional to the reduced
verisimilitude. Moreover, tbe familiar narrative tbat spans

centuries of development gives short shrift lo the culttiral
dynamics of tbe initial moment, that is. the elf\eiith century,
when the notion was first proposed. How did tbe notion find
iLs consonance in pictorial practice? Insofar as the "pictorial
conception" leads us into the murky domain of mental di-
mensions, it brings up the question of how the pictorial and
conceptual uuiverses may be brought to a level of coninien-
surability. To the extent that tbe literati, the exponents of the
"pictorial conception," sought to impregnate painting with
poetic sensibility, it remains to be seen how poetic tliiukiug
reshaped the pictorial medium that is inherently resistant to
verbalization and textual closiue. Tbi.s in turn raises the
qtiestion of how professi<)nal painters lesponded to tlie lite-
rati's aesthetics of "pictorial conception." No other painting
demonstrates tbese issues better tban A Solitaiy Monastery
amid Clearing Peaks {A Solitary Temple below Brightening Peaks),
a Northern Song hanging scroll, now in the Nelson-Atkins
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Musetim of Art in Kansas City, Missotni. Jonathan Hay's
extensive study ofthc scroll has rekindled otii- interest in it,
and sure enotigh, we now see in this painting more dimen-
sions than we have all assumed.

Ttic painting occupies a special place in the canonical
histoiy of Chinese pictorial scrolls, traditionally conceived as
a master narrative of great painters to whose names are
attached a cluster of masterpieces. In the cases where a key
artist represents a trend or signals a school, there is almost a
categorical iinpenitive for a body of nnsignetl sin"v iving works
to be appended to his name. Foi the Noithein Song dynasty,
a crucial period that saw the continued ascension of land-
scape [>ainting hm left ns with a disproportionat dearth of
suivi\ing works, such a linkage has gathered particular ur-
gency. Attribution based on received stylistic profiles is ac-
cepted in good faith in part because ofthe shared anxiet}' of
scholars, past and present, to keep the pedigree coiitintious
and in use, as well as the convenience of a biographically
ordered niustei" narrative organized aromid a succession of
towering ligures, or rather, familiar names. It is as if nnan-
chored from this master narrative, we would be adrift in a sea
of abysmal uncertainty and disorientation.

,4 Solitary MonastiTy has long fnliilled its expected role in
this regard. Traditionally attributed to Li Cheng (919-967),
a key figure in the development of C^hinese landscape paint-
ing, the scroll became one of the placeholders to keep the
name of Li Cheng art historically meaningful and stistain our
narrative of Northern Song paiming. In fact, not a single Li
Cheug landscape has snmved. Nor is the painting to be dated
to the tenth century."^

For all its traditional association with Li C^heng. the paint-
ing has been repeatedly yanked from its pedestal and re-
attributed.'* Jonathan Hay is the latest to delink it from Li
Cheng. Ttiis move is as salutary and unsurprising as his re-
attribution to a tenth-century painter is puzzling, since his
interpretation ofthe painting does not need to be anchored
on the bedrock, or rather, shifting sands, of an artist's biog-
raphy. This is not the place to quibble over the reattribution,
since it is neither Hay's ptinch line nor the end of his argu-
iiient. The interest in his study of this scroll stems not so
much from upsetting the apple cart of the received stylistic
pedigree as rejecting the methodology fotinded on the
premise ofthe pedigree altogether. Hay joins the force that,
in his words, "quietly breaks away" from the art historical
practice hinged on the operative notions of styles.

All is not lost. The painting is now thrust onto center stage
to take on a larger role. Instead of serving, in the traditional
manner, as a signpost in a linear stylistic pedigree, the paint-
ing now anchors, in Jonathan Hay's assertive hand, a broad
swath of art historical concerns. To me, the most intriguing
aspect is his treatment ofthe landscape form as symptomatic
of dilTereut attitudes towaixl the social world. According to
Hay, the landscape in A SoUtaty Monastery solicits two views,
one political, the other religious. Hay .sees the dominant
mountain in the center sm roinided by a cluster of peaks as a
formal analogue of imperial atithority and its hierarchical
state of dominance and submission.^ Meanwhile, he inter-
prets the centrality of the Btiddliist monasteiy as privileging
an eremitic retreat from the madding crowd. He then notes
a contradiction: state ideolog)' demands participation and

allegiance; the Buddhist view prompts withdrawal from social
engagement. Phrased in traditional Chinese terms, one tirges
"entering the world," the other, "transcending the world," To
Hay, the format configuration amotints to a symbolic way of
reconc:iling, or "mediating," the contradictory impulses. The
tension in the formal configuration, however, hetrays the
impossibility of ".sutnring" the gap.

This premise leads Hay to discover an intriguing formal
drama in the painting. With admirable sensitivity, he notes
that a "jagged downward-pi^ijerting rock face looms above
and behind the pagoda" tbat makes the pagotla mast secni
"slightly off the central axis of the pagoda." thereby disrupt-
ing "the building's othei"wise perfect svmmetiy." The paint-
er's manifest effort to sustain the strictly vertical disposition
of tlie pagoda mast and finial thtis amounts to a formal
response to the downwiud-pr<>jccting force. Hay then sees the
correct disposition ofthe (inlal as a sign ofthe restoration of
order, which he further interprets as a "suture" thai "disturbs
the paiiiling's ostensible celebration of tbe alignnieul ft\'
Buddhism and the state with an intimation of thai align-
ment's fragility."

Few would probably accept Hay's reading of this local
detail. Ncvertlieless, his method in general offeis a reiresliing
and stimulating way of extrapolating ideological significance
from the formal traits in landscape painting. Shifting our
attention to the inconsistencies and tensions in tlic formal
texture as clues. Hay's approach clearly opens up new hori-
zons. His perceptive identification of the iuteiplay Ix-iwecn
the architectonic composure of the pagoda and the disturb-
ingly downward projecting rock face that threatens to col-
lapse on the pagoda as the central visual interest or formal
drama of the painting is nothing short oi" a revelation or
epiphany. All ofa stidden, the painting appears to make some
sense, although what precisely this "sense" is still eludes us
when pressed into verbal formulations. To make "sense" of it
is the challenge I take up here. I am not entirely convinced by
the way Hay attends to some local details, but I find his
discoveiy ofthe central visual drama instrumental, as it pro-
\ides us with a launchpad from which various alternative
interpretative trajectories and ventures become conceivable.

As the i.ssue here pert;uns to ideological overtones of land-
scape, there seems to be an alignment between otir present-
day interest in teasing extrapictorial overtones om ofa formal
design and tbe Northern Song preoccupation with the "pic-
torial conception." While this is not Hay's concern, I take this
opportunity to revisit the issue. My reading differs from what
Hay makes of the painting, but my account affirms—and
demonstrates in my own way—the general efficacy of the
method tbat begins with noting the oddilies, inconsistencies,
and tensions in die foinial textnre" and takes Ilight from there.

"Desolation-a^H^Austerity": A Pictorial Conception
A Solilaiy Mnnaslrry is an tniusual painiiiig. ILS oddity steins
not from any ofthe landscape elements individtially but from
their uncommon configuration. We begin with a familiar
motif in the foreground. The clusters of contorted, twisting,
forlorn trees atop the rock outcrops flaunt what is called
"cralx"!aw" branches. These are staple features ofa stibgenre
of Chinese landscape painting known as the (^old Forest or
Wintry Forest {hanlin). Li Cheng is allegedly it.s originator.''
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1 Cold Forest, llth century, probably ii
lragnienl of a handscroll. remoiinled
as a liiinging scroll, ink on silk. 16y« X
19% in. (42.2 X 49.2 tm). National
Palace Museum. Taipei (artwork in
the public domain; photograph pro-
vided bv the National Palace Museum)

Wliat takes us by stirprise i.s not iheir appearance in the
painting btit the way the composition vexes the perceptual
haljit conventionally solicited by the (-old Forest.

The Clold Forest composition formalizes a distinct mode of
spatial organization. Its conventional modus operandi is tlie
interplay between the distinct close-up trees with an indistinct
distant horizon. A cluster of contorted barren trees with
"crab-ciaw" branches typically occupies the foreground, serv-
ing, as it were, as a measure of distance, a substantial marker
of the real to accentuate the insubstantial void behind, and to
offset the vast stretch of spatial recession behind/beyond,
known as the "Level Distance" (fnngyuan) in Northern S<ing
painting.' The distinctiveness of tlie ibreground tjees also
accentuates the indistinctive—hence elusive—character of
the background void that prompts the beholder's iniaginaiy
projection of niisi, cloud, haze into tlie spatial recession that
presumably stretches all the way to the horizon (Fig. 1).^
Inasmuch as the tbrnial apjiaratus encourages the beholder
to mentally complete the picture by Hlliug in the blank, it
becomes an effective way of coaxing the mind into the pro-
cess of pictorial conception.

The spatial .scheme provokes thoughts about time. The
"crab-claw" branches signal the chilly forlornness of late fall
or winter, as tlie barren trees tell of a fxist of one-time
lushness and bloom that is now a distant memory. The Cold
Forest-cum-Level Distance {hanlin pingyuan) composition
thereby encapstilates both time and space as representative of
charged distance: the memory of the distant past finds its
formal analogtie in the hazy view into the distant horizon.
Thus, "when tree leaves fall, the poet already resents the
antiinni, / And cannot stand 'Level Distance' [painting]
provoking poetic sonow."" It comes as no surprise that this

formal apparatus of conflating spatial and temporal distances
is pressed into service in the melancholy and nostalgic North-
ern Song composition Reading Ike Slcl/i. A donkey rider (a
scholar) chances on a stela. He is absorbed in reading tlie
ruinous trace of the past, which finds its vi.siial analogue in
the witliering trees of "cral>claw" branches (Fig. 2).'" The
gaze into the proverbial Level Distajice is here logically trans-
posed to a scrutiny of the trace of the past. The two are
essentially about the same experience. Pictorial schemes of
this kind were fashioned in a culture when .scholars, such as
Ouyang Xiu (1007-1072), were voicing their preference for
certain "pictorial conceptions." Among them is "mindfulness
of approaching the distance" or "far-reaching consciousness"
(quyuan zAmn)." Suffice it to note here two traits conven-
tionally associated with the Cold Forest: formally, it is inte-
grated spatially with the Level Distiince, and thematically, it
inspires .sorrow and mournfulness. The fonnal device predis-
poses the viewer to expect these two conditions.

A SoliUny Monastery takes its viewer by stirprise. It solicits a
response somewhat against the grain of its contemporary
beholder's viewing habit attiuied to tbe Cold F'orest and
Lxvel Distance. Much as the foregroinid Cold Forest predis-
poses the viewer to expect the unblocked Level Distance
beyond, the composition decidedly flouts the expectation,
histead of horizontal recession, we have vertical peaks. In-
stead of guiding the viewer's eyes beyond the desolate trees
into the evocative hazy void of mists and clouds where one
could let one's imagination roam, the painting here ostensi-
bly draws attention to ihe monastery nestled against its mon-
timental backdrop as txith the visual focus and the terminus
for tlie travelers" mountainotisjourney.'*'^

The rupture in the perceptual scheme, however, belies its
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2 leading the Stela, ink on silk. 49% X 41'/i in. (12().3 X 104.9 cm). Osaka Municipal Museum (artwork in the public domain;
photograph provided by the Osaka Municipal Museum)

conceptual coherence. The "cold" {han) mood is the unifying The range and the way its divergent senses are configured
concept tliat governs the disparate images here. The word may strike us as imexpected. Its period senses denote not
' coki" iu tlie Northern Soug sensibility is richly miiltivalcnt. only the sensation of cliill but also the condition ol' poverty
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and solitude, a new sensibility in the Northern Song. All these
are condensed in the figure of the donkey rider.

The donkey rider crossing a bridge is a recurrent motif in
Northern Song landscape painting.'"' Variously identified as
Meng liaoran (689-740) or other eremitic poets, the donkey
rider is above all a generic portrait of the poverty-stricken
scholar, an eccentric nonconformist given to inebriation,
eschewing the material comforts oi" an official career, and
seeking poetic inspiration and spiritual solace in the natural
landscape. The Cold Forest here ser\'es as the externalization
or, following T. S. Eliot, the "objective correlative" of his
inner state, as he braves the harsh and buffeting elements of
nature.

The scenario of the donkey rider crossing a bridge in A
Solitary Monastery is a visual formula of poverty-inspired pa-
thos. The bridge to be crossed by tbe donkey rider alludes to
the renowned Ba Bridge near the Tang capital city
C^hang'an,'"' a windswept snowy area allegedly conducive to
poetic thoughts. ' The topography had lost its geographic
specificity and became a general symbolic ambience or back-
drop. The donkey rider at the bridge here therefore plays the
generic role of an impoverishpd scholar-poet on an eremitic
journey. The countiy inn across the bridge reinforces the
rusticity in keeping with the mood of poverty; so is the
desolate ambience of the Cold Forest integral to this sce-
nario.

The popularity of the motif in Song landscape paintings
indicates a distinct cultiual sensibility that was gaining
ground in the Northern Song. Scholar-officials made a
virtue of poverty and aestheticized the forlorn condition of
coldness. Han Yu (768-823), who consistently provided a
template for the Song style of thought, set the tone. It has
been noted that early literature abounds in complaints
aboiu the difficulty of repelling Poverty, perceived as one's
own shadow dogging one's frame. In Han Yn's writing,
however. Poverty txirns into a perpetual guest."' The ap-
peal of p()vert\' derives from its attendant conditions—
solitude, neglect, sorrow, discontent—many of which were
peiceived as conducive to poetic creation. "Cheerful
words," as Han Yu observes, "are difficult to craft, whereas
a discourse on poverty is easy to compel. The art of writing
stems from the experiences of dislocation and exile." Al-
though well-positioned "princes, dukes, and nobility" may
not undergo these experiences in their real life, their
desire for poetic experience draws them to the imaginary
situation of poverty.' By the Northern Song, the predica-
ment of poverty amounts to a state of mind or an affected
stance regarded as a prerequisite for creative writing and a
staple of good taste. Tbe poet is commonly cast as a poor
scholar; the poetic sorrow is often the "sorrow of poverty"
iqiongchov).^^ The trend led to the observation that "the
refined writing of repiue in the world mostly comes from
the poor. Therefore those who take up writing subse-
qtiently are given to fashioning lyrics of poor authors."'*'
The affectation of poverty became a poetic conceit. Even
Kou Zhun (961-1023), the prime minister, assumed the
voice of a poor poet and "composed poems invariably full
of pathos, sorrow, atid complaint, at a time when he was
rich and prosperotis."'^"

Again, Ouyang Xiu's formulation of the aesthetics of

poverty is most revealing. He highlights two aspects of
poverty. To begin with, poverty is a vehicle ui expression.
It amounts to a circumstantial or causal condition for the
artful and cathartic release of inner tension. It leads to a
gentleman scholar's "self-exile to the mountaintop and
water bank." External nature, in its myriad forms and
species, galvanizes the scholar's curiosity; it also provides a
meatis of venting the "pent-up sad thought and rankling"
in his mind. "Not that poetry impoverishes the poet; pov-
erty enriches poetry.""' In other words, poverty in its nor-
mative setting of nature inspires poetry; it is a situational
framework for poetry. Second, the aesthetics of poverty is
given a texture, or temperature. Poverty, a situation of
material deprivation, is conceived as a sensor)' deprivation,
crystallized in one's suffering from bitter coldness and
nature's inclemency. Tlie poetry of Meng Jiao (751-814)
and Jia Dao (779-843) supplies mental pictures and pal-
pable ^enarios: "silken as tbe bairs on the temples are,
they are hardly sufficient to weave the ro/rf clothes." "One
sits at the zither of the west couch, as the cold breaks the
chords two and three.'"^'^ Poverty, rhetoric, and cold are
rolled into one sensibility. It is the kind of sensibility the
painting of Cold Forest solicits.

In this sensibility, poverty takes various figurations but
traditionally has little to do with Buddbist monasteries. Dur-
ing the mid-Tang dynast)', though, the aestheticizing percep-
tion of poverty and austerity began to be projected into the
imaginary world of Buddhist monasteries, often represented
by the monk's empt)' begging bowl, the tattered and patched
robe, the austere diet, and the secluded monastic environ-
ment. The monastery was envisioned as a pristine world of
austerity, to be relisbed aesthetically. The poetiy of jia Dao, in
particular, supplies the scenarios.^^ The Song scholars were
well exercised in these poetic scenarios involving Buddhist
monasteries with their perceived austerit). It is fitting that the
eremitic journey depicted in A Solitary Monastery features a
Buddhist monastery as its terminus, with the nistic hamlet as
its way station and prelude.

The cold mood thtis sei^'es as the unilying conception
underlying the composition of A Solita)y Moiiastmy. Cold For-
est sets the rhetoric of cold in motion, calling up the aware-
ness of poverty, which logically leads to the figuration of
poverty and hardship in the monastery. This conceptual
scheme can be phrased in other period terms, all gathered
under the governing rubric of the cold mood. Since "cold"
has various nuanced associations in the Northern Song, so
there are different ways of verbalizing it. The Cold Forest in
the foreground spells out the mood of "desolation"; the
monastery' in the middle ground suggests the idea of "auster-
ity" and hardship. Putting the tuo together, what do we get
then? A synergy between two nuanced variations on the
iheiiie of cold; moreover, we find ourselves verbalizing a
Northern Song scholar-official's thought about "pictorial
conception."

The combined effect of "desolation" and "austerity," as it
turns out. Is precisely what Ouy"d:ig Xiu, the most influential
eleventh-century scholar-official, asserts as the pictorial effect a
painter should seek: "Deso!ation-r»m-austerity." |Sil=!̂ ;jlJ;6 (.xiaa-
tiao danho), says Ouyang, "is the pictorial conception [or effect]
hardest to capttire in painting. Even when the painter gives
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shape to it, the beholder does not necessarily get it.""^ The
"conception" or "effect" (yi) in question consists of two parts:
xiaotiao, bleakness and desolation,^^ and danbo, austerit)', sim-
plicity, and poverty. These moods, unappealing as they ap-
pear to our modem palate, were positive cultural values and
aesthetic ideals touted by leading scbolar-officials ofthe time,
Ouyang Xiu chief among them.

The phrase "desolation-riim-austerity" now readily calls
to mind a sparse and abbreviated landscape form executed
in diT brushes. The term is routinely applied to the eluci-
dation of Chinese literati landscape painting, as a result of
some later critics' retrospective formtilation. We reflexively
link this eleventh-centiiiT aesthetic ideal to fourteenth-
century landscapes by Ni Zan (1301-1374), as the two seem
to have the strongest symbiosis or resonance with each
other. In other words, we are used to thinking of a sparse
Ni Zan landscape as M^ ultimate pictorial expression of this
aesthetic vision of desolation and austerity. What may have
happened, in fact, was the curious historical situation of a
theoiT constantly in search of its corresponding visual
models over the course of history. In the eleventh century,
the aesthetics of desolation and austerity may have con-
jured up visual moods alttigether different from Nl Zan's
sparse landscape. This is hard for us to absorb, as we bave
become entrenched in our conviction about the symbiosis
between Onyang Xin's formula and Ni Zan's austere land-
scape. Only when we unlink tbe two can we come to terms
with the eleventh-century pictorial equivalences to Ouyang
Xiu's aesthetic assertion.

A Solitary Monastery may just be one such equivalence. To
establish the parity between the mood of the Cold Forest
painted here and Ouyang Xiu's use of "desolation" {xitiotiao).
we need to find out how Onyang himself may have visualized
the "desolate" mood. His use of the word "desolation" in his
"Rhapsody on the Sounds of Autumn" is iListriictive. Aiticu-
lating his complex thoughts inspired by the advent of the
ruthless force of autumn, he runs off several variations on au-
tumn's complexions: "its color is dismal and pale (candan) /
The mist dissolves and clouds disperse"; and "its mood is
desolate {xiaotiao):, the hills and rivers He lonesome and
deserted.""''

Ouyang Xiu's association of the "desolate" state with the
"dismal and pale" (candan) mood is highly significant. The
phrase is in fact a qualitative perceptual categoiy often used
in Song times to characterize a distinct pictorial effect. It
shows up in Ouyang Xiu's discussion of the pictorial "con-
ception" {yi):

Those experienced in speaking about pai)iting often com-
ment that it is easy to produce a polished depiction of
ghosts and spirits on the grounds that the difficulty of
painting lies in verisimilitude; one does not see ghosts and
spirits [hence, it is easy to paint them.] [But pictures of
ghosts and spirits] are gloomy, formidable, dismal, and pale
[candan] in their transformations, transcendence, sheer
miracles, and uttermost strangeness, which startle the be-
holder and make him mai"vel at the sight of them. As one
slowly focuses attention on them, one begins to see thou-
sands of appearances and ten thousand poses. The simple

brush lines are full of concepttial overtones. Isn't tliis just
as difficult to accomplish?"'

He is not alone in deploying the term to characterize a
pictorial mood. Sti Che (1039-1112) wrote of Guo Xi's scroll
of Level Distance, "Hills and rivers stretch a hundred miles,
dismal and pale."^" The twelfth-centuiy author Deng Chun
characterizes Song Di's gloomy and hazy landscape of the
Xiao-Xiang Rivers as displaying "a touch of somber, atmo-
spheric, dismal and pale complexion."^'

All three writers apply the term to designate a pictorial
effect. Ouyang uses it in tlie coLitext of paintings of ghosts
and spirits; Su and Deng deploy the phrase to describe a
landscape. Granted, spirits and landscape belong to two
unrelated experiential and generic domains. Yet the fact
that the same perceptual categoiy could be transposed or
displaced from the demonic realm to landscape reveals a
special quality and its corresponding perceptual experi-
ence in the Northern Song landscape. This explains why
the Cold Forest landscape painting featuring "crab-claw"
branches, which strike us as eerie atid spooky, readily
evoked in lhe Northern Song beholder's mind "the ways of
dragons, snakes, ghosts, and spirits.""*" It also tells us why
the (^old Forest with "crab-claw" branches works perfectly
to picture ruins in a forest (Fig. 2). In other words, the
Cold Forest with "crab-claw branches" calls up a decidedly
•'dismal and pale" {candan), that is, bleak and "desolate"
(xiaotido), mood. With his taste for the "dismal and pale"
flavors of spectral scenes animated by demonic images,
Ouyang Xiu would bave no problem with the painter's
decision to use the eerie landscape of "crab-claw" branches
in .4 Solitary Monastery to spell out the atmospheric effect of
"desolation and austerity," which he touted as the "picto-
rial conception" difficult to capture in painting.

As for tbe "austerity" ;jJl;fi effect, which constitutes the
second half of Otiyang's "pictorial conception," most North-
ern Song viewers would, as I argued above, share the percep-
tion of the Buddhist monastery as a figuration of austerity. *'
The painter sets that perception into specific forms in A
Solitary Monastery. The painting thus demonstrates a remark-
able fit or consonance with a leading scholar-official's aes-
thetic ideal. To forestall the impre.ssion that the situation
boils down to nothing biu a painter's effort to press a schol-
ar's idea into practice (which may or may not be the case), it
should be noted that the ccmsonance may have a range of
implications. The affinity between the conceptual underpin-
ning of the painting and Oiiyang's "pictorial conception" of
"desolation-rH/ff-austerity" points to an aesthetic aspiration
shared by scholar-officials and painters in the eleventli cen-
tuiy. Ouyang formulated it witb succinct cogency and verbal
economy, wbich comes down to us in written form, wliereas
the painter pictured it with iconographic ingenuity, which
comes down to us in pictotial form.

The affinity is not withoiu its problems. A Solitary Monastery
is not alone in combining the effects of "desolation" (figured
in the Cold Forest "crab-claw" branches) and "austerity" (epit-
omized by the monastery')- Similar efforts are discernible in
tbe scroll painted by Guo Xi, probably depicting a Level
Distance landscape, that Su Che described: "Hills and rivers
stietch to a hundred miles, dismal and pale. An old monas-
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3 Solitary Monastery and Autumn Hills, 11th centur), handscroll. Fujii Yurinkan, Kyoto (artwork in the puhlic domain; photograph
provided by Fujii Yurinkan)

tery sits atop a hill, nestled in a cloudy forest"^^ Su's word
picture is complemented by a contemporaty scroll. Solitary
Monastery and Autumn Hills, in Yurinkan Museum, Kyoto (Fig.
3). Blank spaces alternate with trees and hills to suggest an
unblocked spatial rece.ssion. Tbe pagoda-dominated mona.s-
tery, pictured as a pale apparitii>n, is all but engulfed in the
dismal Cold Woods of "crab-claw" branches. The scroll is
perhaps the closest an eleventh-century painting could come
to capturing the "desolation-^»ff^allslerity' effect in an accu-
rate and unproblematic way. This is evidenced in its inadver-
tent anticipation of the sparse landscape fashioned by Ni Zan
and (ttheis centuries later, which appears to be tbe ultimate
pictorial exptession of Ouyang's "desolation-CMffhausterity"
ideal. liut that is a hindsight, not to mention its implied
problematic teleological overtone. For the eleventh centuiy,
the \urinkan scroll is "desolation-fwrn-austerity" writ large. It
points to A Solitary Monastery in the Nelson-Atkins Museum as
a problem.

The Nelson-Atkins scroll maps out the "desolation-ruwf-
austerity" conception in an odd wav. The painter could have
accomplished this effect by treating or disposing the monas-
tery easily, elliptically, and ctusorily with the concealing
fornis of tiees and rock formations in the manner of the
Yurinkan scroll. He could have spared himself the trouble of
going the length of plotting out, almost in a plodditig way,
the meticulous architectiual drawing when It came to the
monastic pagoda. He could have made his composition easier
by retaining the Level Distance in the manner of the Yurin-
kan scroll instead of stacking up hills upon hills behind the
monasteiy. Of course, he did none of these. He took the hard
way. There is something to be said for his hard-nosed ap-
proach. In addition to tlie "desolation-rHf«-atisterit>'" conce[>
tion, he appears to have striven after other effects. At least his
labored treatment ofthe pagoda, to an extent unseen in any
other Northern Song landscape, leaves us with thai iinpres-

Motion, Stillness, and Sublimation
The monasteiy of A Solitaty Monastery presents a problem, a
sticking point. Conceptually, it signals "austerity." Pictorially,
it does not; it points to sonieiliing different. Its significance
can be adduced from its role in a larger visual drama, whicb
is absent in the Yurinkan scroll. With the pagoda as the
central divide, we obsei'\'e two distinct and contrasting moods
associated respectively with the foreground and background.
Tbe tilting rock outcrops and agitated "crab-claw" tree

branches in the foreground emanate an eerie sense of the
demtjuic "ways of dragons, snakes, ghosts, and spirits"''* and
produce an effect oi chill, agitation, restlessness, and anxiety.
The soaring peaks in the background, especially the central
one, convey, in general, a majestic stability, august grandeur,
lordliness, sturdiness, and composure, as the vertical form
recapitulates the monumental landscape convention that
gained groiuid in the tenth and a good part ofthe eltncnth
centuries. The montimentality is, however, as noted by Hay,
dented by a disturbing sign of instability, most notably man-
ifested in the left-inclining craggy rock face that threatens to
collapse onto the centra! pagoda beneath it.

The stage is now set for the central pagoda to rise up to the
occasion. Interposed between the agitated tilting rock out-
crops capped by monstrotisly gesticulating trees in the fore-
ground and the dominant central peak in the background
that shows signs (jf toppling, tbe pagoda, witb its calm archi-
tectonic composure, remains unfa/ed. Its structural stability
contrasts dramatically with the agitation of the surrounding
landscape forms. This \TSU:I1 dnmia is c haracterized by mod-
ern scholars as interplay between "the obvious energy seen in
the trees" and "a classical equipoise."^' One wonders about
the pictorial conception behind this formal interplay.

Again, Ouyang Xiti supplies tis witb a formuhuion. The
same locus classicus cited above that lays out his aesthetics of
"desolation-rum-austerity" contains a related category:

Whereas it is easy to see the obvious suggestiveness of the
kind of things such as birds' or animals' vaiying rates of
speed, it is difficult lo give shape to leisurely harmony and
solemn stillness [^I^n^sf]. as well as far-reaching con-
sciousness. As for the fffects of height and depth, distance
and recession, these are only the skills of the artisan-
painter and not the concern of refined connoisseurship.^"'^

The phrase "leisurely harmony and solfimi stillness" {xianhe
yanjing) fittingly describes the architectonic majesty of the
pagoda-dominated monastic comjjound in A Sotifaty Monas-
tery. For the eleventh-centurj' art critic Ciuo Rtioxu, the best
architectural drawing (jiehua) conveys the "flavor of sublime
majesty and leisurely elegance" (MM^W^^^,, zhuangli xianya
zhiyi).^''

The modifier "leisurely" {xian), integral to both Ouyang's
"leisurely barmony" {xianhe), and Giio's "leisurely elegance"
{xianya), is a highly charged period term that evokes a dis-
tinct value cultivated in tiie eleventh century. As the North-
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ern Sotig culture inci easingly shifted from militaiy prowess to
civic vii tues, leistire and relaxation were valorized as a pre-
ferred stance and state of mind as opposed to assertion and
tension. The touted "leistueliness" (.xian) gives primacy to ilie
relaxed mood of peace and tranqtiillity.

The "stillness" effect is part of the overall pictorial scheme
of A Solitaty Monastery. It ostensibly offsets the agitation of the
foregrovnid trees and rock formations. In other words, still-
ness owes its existence to what it is not. It does not occur in
isolation; it has a prior stage, a context, and is often the end
result of some other state. The effect of "stillness." in fact,
depends on its antithesis to succeed. In Ouyang Xiu's locus
classictis on stillness, the pictorial conception of "leisurely
harmony and .sctlemn stillness" follows his initial proposition
of the "pictorial conception" of "desolation and austerity."
Conceptually, the two moods are related, as they appear to be
two variations of tbe same theme. How Otiyang Xiu may have
organized them in his mind is not entirely clear. However,
once these two moods are mapped out in A Solitary Monastery,
they take on a fixed spatial relation implying some causal
links. With the travelers entering the pictorial space in the
foregrotmd, we are presented with an itineran. a linear
movement from one spot to another, which points to tlie
monastery (read: stillness) as the tetminus of the journey;
that is, we have a linkage between tbe two moods or mental
states. The painting theiefore maps out a uiental process that
ends with stillness and tranquillity. The question then is:
Where, how, and why does tbis stillness-boinid [irocess begin?

The topography comprising the Cold Forest and tumbling
waterfalls in the painting is the starting point. "Crab-claw"
branches shiver in a cold wind; the poverty-stricken scholar is
about to cross a lm>keri bridge. Waters tumble and cascade
down into the deep valley. We see in the painting mtich
motion and sound. Northern Song accounts contain ek-
phrases of comparable scenes in contemporary landscape
paintings. According to the imperial catalog Xuanhe huapu:

Therefore, all the conditions pictured in [Li Cheng's]
paintings—the mountains, forests, marshes, waters, level-
distant [recessions], nigged and easy [roads], tumbling
waterfalls, precarious plank paths, the hroken bridge, tbe
precipitous valley, rapids, boulders, wind, rain, obscurity,
light, mist, cloud, snow, and fog—are disgorged from
within his breast and released throtigh his brush, much
like Mengjiao sounding tbrougb his poetiy, and the Crazy
Zbang raging tbrough bis cursive-script calligraphy.^'

The passage is premised on an intuitive analogy that had
gained currency in Tang and Song times. According to this
view, man is born with a still and tranquil nature {xing),
comparable to the still and placid water. External events
cause inner stirrings and agitation, that is, emotions compa-
rable to waves. Artistic expression is thus an act of outpour-
ing: artists lelease the pent-up stirrings throtigh expressive
means.

The allusion to "Meng Jiao sotinding through his poetry" is
in fact the keynote and the tip of an iceberg. Its implied
subtext is Han Yu's "Preface Seeing Off Mengjiao":

Whatever does not attain a state of equilibrium will sound
forth. Trees bave no sound but will cry forth when the

wind stiis them; water has no .sound but will sound forth
when the wind roils ii, leaping out if blocked, speeding
along if constrained, bubbling up if heated. Metal and
stone have no sotind. yet if struck will sound forth. Man
with his gift of speech is the same. When there is no other
recourse, then he speaks out, singing songs if moved,
wailing if deeply touched. Eveiy sound thai conies from his
mouth shows a lack of some inner equilibrium. Through
music we vent forth what wells up inside. We choose
objects that make the best sounds and use them lo sound
fotth.. . . Of those in lesser stations among our contem-
poraries, Meng Jiao was the first to sound forth in
poetry. . . . The sounding forth of these three [Mengjiao,
Li Ao, and Zhang Ji] is truly excellent. Yei I know not
whether Heaven will soften their sound and cause them to
sing the fullness of oiu' State or whether it will starve iheir
bodies, trouble their spirits, and so tause tliem to sing
their own misfortune. Their fate hangs with Heaven. If
they are among the upper stations—what cause for jtjy? If
they are among the lower stations—what cause for grief?""*

Tlie passage was well known to Song scholars. It is notable
thai the author of the imperial catalog explicitly transposes
Han Yu's account of human disposition as water and human
expression as stirred water to the landscape painting. Rapids
and waterfalls are taken to be the cathartic outpouring o( ihe
inner stirrings ofthe painter. A parallel is also drawn between
ttie rapids and waterfall and the painter's gestural rapidity iu
mo\ing his expiessive brush.

With the waterfalls in sight, could the Ĉ old Forest be far
behind? The two sets of image.s work in concert in the rhe-
torical scheme. The stirrings in nature, both without and
within, indtice and produce—according to Han Yu's formtila—
soundings, which in turn need lo find tbeir medium. In A
Solitary Monastery the sounding following stirrings finds ils
outlet in the pictorial rhetoric of the Cold Forest, suggesting
the advent of autumn and winter. "When tree leaves fall, the
poet already resents the autumn / And cannot stand 'Level
Distance' [painting] provoking poetic sorrow.""*'* The sorrow
inspired by the advent of autumn leads to lamcnlaiion. Tlie
Song dynasty scholars were ihmiliai witb the ,vrt(̂ ŝt)le poem by
Song Yu that sets the precedent for the autumn-inspired
lamentation:

Alas for the breath of autumn!
Wan and drear! Flower and leaf fluttering fall and ttirn

to decay.
Sad and lorn! As when on journey far one climbs a hill

and looks down on the water to speed a reliinii>ig

Empty and vast! The streams have drunk full and ilu-
waters are clear.

Heartsick and sighing sore! For the cold draws on and
strikes into a man.

Distraught and disappointed! 1 leave the old and turn
towards tlie new.

Afflicted! The poor esquire has lost his office and his heart
rebels.

Desolate! On his long journey he rests with never a
friend.
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Melancholy! . , . and secretly pities himself.

I have left home and countiy, and gone a traveler to
distant places.

Far have I wandered; where now can I s ' ^

Song Yti's rhapsody established the pattern: a disgiiintled,
unemployed "poor esquire" on the road finds the desolate
autumn scene a fitting objective correlative to his own cir-
cumstances and an occasion for self-pity.

Ouyang Xiu's "Rhapsody on the Sounds of Autumn" is a
variation on this archetypal theme.""^ He depicts a desolate
autumn scene. Autumn, the protagonist, has a "lonely, with-
ered" mood. Its awesome destructive force leaves "the hills
and rivers desolate" and strips the trees barren. Its primary
note is that of sorrow. Ouyang tries to "deconstruct" the
traditional theme of autumn-inspired lamentation and self-
pity: he paints autumn as a withering breath of nature that
stirs, strips, and destroys everything in its wake. To this he
draws a parallel in the human disposition: worldly worries
and tasks weigh on him, weary his body, and cause stirrings in
his heart. He then tries to dissociate the natural process out
thete from the human state inside. The erasure conies belat-
edly; the parallel is already drawn. The dissociation appears
as a willful act of self-cousolation. In short, for Otiyang Xiu,
the mood (w) of autumn is "desolation" {xiaotiao); the sUite
of mind attending the autumn scene is "motion" or "agita-
tion" {dorig): "The stirring of his emotions / Is enough to
agitate his spirit." His amplification on the theme of autumn
is an attempt to overcome that agitation.

As a variation of Han Yu's stirrings-to-sounding theme,
Ouyang's "Rhapsody" posits the human disposition as a calm
state of stillness ruffled by tbe sweeping visitation of the
stirring force of autumn, The ensuing outp()uring naturally
gives rise to metaphoric associations of overflowing water and
tumbling cascade. In a different work, Ouyang compares the
sighs of the loyal minister Qu Yuan and "the moans and
sighing of bitter men or lonely women" to the melodies
played on a qin: "The music resembles boulders cleft asunder
from sheer cliffs, springs flowing forth from high motm-
tains."'*''

He is not alone in subscribing to this rhetorical scheme.
Huang Tingjian (1045-1105) likewise offers a taxonomy of
three different musical models of human response to the
stirrings of nature. At the seasonal changes, we observe the
"gloiy and decline of the grass and plants." We naturally
"celebrate the glor)' and lament the decline." There are,
however, ihree different types of re.sponse, respectively fig-
ured in insects, waterfalls, and musical instruments. Insects
produce sounds. "Encountering the uneven ground, the val-
ley waterfalls produce thunderous and sonorous sounds. The
metal, stone, strings, and bamboo are muted, their stirrings
are regulated." Eor Huang, the insects" chirpings are the
voices of the "fin-de-siecle poets"; the "sound of the valley
waterfalls" that of the gushing Chu-style poets (a la Qu Yuan
and Song Yu); aud the pregnant silence ofthe "metal, stone,
strings, and bamboo" belongs to the elegant class of the
Classic of Poetry.'*'^ Huang, of course, is merely reiteradng some
of tbe commonplaces in tbe Nortbern Song.

Tbis alerts us to the possible significations of the tumbhng

waterialls, four in all, in A .Solitary Monastery. The precipices
from which they cascade down the valley give an indication of
the thunderotis momentum they must have gathered. Their
free fall provides a visual analogue to the noise they produce,
thereby resonating with the agitated forms of the land-
scape—trees and rocks and all—in the wake of the visitation
of the ruthless, withering "breath" of autumn. These water-
falls could thus be constiued as signs of emotional stirrings
and inner agitations in response to the advent of atittimn,
signaled by the desolate, barren trees. The donkey rider
enacts "tbe poor esquire" in Song Vii's Chu-style rhapsody,
who "has lost his office and his heart rebels," The Southern-
style rhetoric of autumn-inspired sorrowful stirrings, in any
case, is equated to the "sound ofthe valley waterfalls."

The stirrings highlight the architectonic stability' of the
pagoda-dominated monasteiy in the center, a stability tbat
easily translates into a mood of stillness. Since the mid-Tang,
the environment of Buddhist monasteries was frequently de-
picted in poetiy as a realm of quietude. The lonely trailing
resonance of Buddhist bells served as one of ihe poetic
conceits used to evoke this mood. This presents a problem
for painters, as tbe "sound of bells cannot be painted."''" The
painter had to rely on visual means.

The interplay between motion and stillness is a not uncom-
mon pictorial conception in Northern Song landscape paint-
ing. It apparently underlies the composition oi'Early Travel in
Snoiay Mountains (Eig. 4), which opposes the left to the right
sides, that is. motion to stillness. On the left, a series of
waterfalls tumble down over precipices in a narrow valley.
The cascades surface under a water mill—an emphatic sign of
perceptual motit>n—and turn into rapids and finally a stream
diat flows underneath the bridge. The travelers, leading don-
keys over the bridge, appear to head toward a path, punctu-
ated by a cf)untiy tavern, that extends into the deep valley on
the left that terminates with a gate. The journey will presum-
ably end on the Buddhist monastery atop the hill that puts to
rest all that motion and agitation generated by tbe ttimbling
waterfall. The pagoda, modeled in the shape of a slender
cone, is aligned with the vertical force of the soaring hills and
peaks, thereby conveying an uplifting spatial transcendence
that generates an effect comparable to tbe poetic de\ice of
figuring monastic tranquillity through the trailing resonances
ofthe revei berating sound of bells across space. It is notable
that the monastery is placed at the same height as the source
of the waterfall, as if to make explicit and thetnatize the
interplay of motion and stillness.

A Solitary Monastery works more emphatically. To accentu-
ate the hard-earned stillness, it first dramatizes its antithesis
(motion and agitation), and finally presents the stillness ef-
fect as a result of overcoming the agitation aud offering a
resolution. The travelers in the foreground heading toward
the bridge and the shore across it enact the implied viewer's
imaginary entrance into the pictorial space. The foregrotmd
already stages a prelude to the visual drama of stillness verstis
agitation. The architectonic stability ofthe hamlet is seriously
challenged and overwhelmed by the surrounding dynamic
fonns of gesticulating trees and irregular rock formations. As
the eye moves up and into the pictorial space, the momnnen-
ta! peak in the center begins to take on more regulated (brms
that partially harmonize with the architectonics of the pa-
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4 Early Travel in Snowy Mountains, 11th century, hanging scroll,
ink aii'd light color on silk. 64 X 29'/i in. (162'5 X 74.3 cm).
ShiUigliai Museum (artwork in the public domain; photograph
provided by the Shanghai Museum)

goda, even though it also contains an irregular passage of
deviance figured in the left-inclining craggy rock face that
ihieatt'iis to undo the monolithic stabilit)' of the central peak.
Whatever lingering agitation there is, as manifested in the
tt'iitral peak, it is counteracted hy the sqnarely composed
forin of" the pagoda occupying Llie veiy heart of this agit;iled

tiniverse. The painting solicits a viewing process tliat turns on
the dynamic interplay between the aniniiiied landscape and
the stable architecture, agitation and composure, distraction
and concentration. The object ofthe representalioii is tlu'ie-
fore the mental process of calming down, of fighting distruc-
lions and dispelling agitations—in short, concentration.

To the extent that the pi'ominence of the monastery
infuses tlie landscape with Btiddhist associations, it is nol
too much of a stretch to think of this way of picturing tlie
agitation-to-concfTiiration process as a new de\clopnH'iit
in the line of Buddhist iconogiaphy. The same menial
process is represented differently in traditional Buddhist
iconogiaph\\ The Stibjugation of Mara in Buddhist ait
pictures precisely this mental process. The tableau is often
centered on the iconic image of the Buddha Sakyamttni,
surrounded by the marauding assembly of Maia and his
demonic army, who mount an attack ou the Buddha in an
attempt to distract him from his composed contemplation.
Pictures of this kind externalize a mental state or enact an
interior drama through figuration: Mara and his demonic
followers are visual tropes of distraction and disturbance.
Sakyamuni's subjugation of them signals tlie overcoming
of his inner demons. The tableati externalities au inner
drama.

Just as the Song landscape replaces the Tang figura! tal>
leau as the dominant geure of pictorial art, so tlie same
mental process of arriving at couiposure aud stillness fhids its
new incarnation in landscape paintings. The pagoda replaces
the cenual Buddha, aud the agitated uees and tilting rock
outcrops s\ibstitute for the demonic army. It is perhaps lor
gtK>d reason that the expressive trees of this kind reminded
the Soug beholders ofthe demonic "ways of dragons, snakes,
ghosts, and spirits," as their memory of—and continuing
exposure to—the graphic transformation tableaux of the
Subjtigation of Mara, often painted on the walls of Btiddhisi
monasteries, intervened as a cognitive screen in their viewing
and processing ofthe Song landscapes.'"' The Subjugation oC
Mara tableau, after all, was still ciurent in Song times."'' In
addition, the effort to attain stillness ais<j found visual cxpres-
.sion in Chau/Zen Buddhist painting, such as Second Palnarrh
in C.onlemplalion, showing the ("lian patriarch Iluikc leaning
against a sleeping tiger.'"

The Second Patriarch is, however, a visual paradox: its theme
is stillness; it.s fbrm is, iu contrast, a dashing bravura register-
ing gestural motion. This kind of paradox pu/zled Su Shi
(1O.S7-11()1), as expressed in a poem for his monk friend
Master Canliaij. Buddhist monks, Su presumes, embody the
undisturbed .state of "austere emptiness" (kongkii)., free from
the distracting onslaught of "myriad Llioughts," and voltmlar-
ily "languish in bland atisterity" (danbo). How does it come
aboiu that these world-ifiiotincing monks, presumably self-
absorbed in the tranquil realm of stillness, produce calligra-
phy of dashing strokes and poetiy of unchecked sentiment?
Su does not have a clear answer. He nevertheless reaches a
conclusion about the primacy of "emptiness aud stillness" as
the supreme condition of poetic art:

Stillness, therefore, ends all motions.
Emptiness encompasses myriad states.
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For all his assertions about Uie primacy of "emptiness aud
stillness," Su betrays the .sentiment in his own pictorial prac-
tice. On the basis of surviving copies aud Song textual ac-
counts, his dabbling in painting stiggests his fixation ou
withered trees with "branches and tnmks endlessly .serpen-
tine" and the anamorphism of strange rocks. As Sn himself is
said to have painted picttires ofthe Cold Forest,'"' it is easy to
imagine the projection of his fixation on withered trees and
"serpentine" branches into those compositions: "When tree
leaves fall, the poet already resents the aiuunin, / And cannot
stand 'Level Distance' [paintingj provoking poetic sorrow.""''"

The Northern Song accounts of Su's serpentine trees and
bizarre rocks thns serve as a pos.sible subtext attending the
foreground Cold Forest in A Solilaty iMonn.sti-iy: "Bizarre and
unusual they are like the twirling [traces of] inner ran-
kling.""'' Or: "Big branches bursting out ofthe botinds ofthe
peaks, and small stems wriggling their way ttuougli tlie lean
rocks."'*^ In other words, the "twirling trace" of inner agita-
tion is the rra/pictorial mood that speaks to literati like Su.
Giving free rein to inner motion and emotion is what he
cannot help btit fhr., stillness is wliat he says he wants to
accomplish. Stillness is the end result of a tortuous mental
process that begins with motion and agitation. It is a "dream
work," a piocess of sublimation throtigh which the inner
disturbance and discontent are displaced, overcome, and
sublimated into the transcendent state of "emptiness and
stillness." Embedded in the "stillness" is, therefore, the mech-
anism of overcoming and repression. What "stillness" signi-
fies is preciseh' what it is uot—namely, its opposite, the inner
disturbance and it.s overcomiug.

Many Northern Song artifacts—verbal and visual—display
this dotible stance. Onyang Xiu is again exeinplai"y in this
regard. His "Rhapsoday on the Chirping Cicada" takes us to
a "solemn temple yard" with "several ancient trees." The poet
tries to enter into stillness:

I restricted my eyes and ears to cleau.se my mind
And purified my heart to make my supplication.
Through stillness I sought to comprehend movement,
I saw into the true nature of the myriad things.

Tlien tjegius the chirping of the cicada from the treetop,
whistling, trilling, wailing, himiming. and sougliing. This
reminds the poet ofthe "enlightened scholar": "he sings of
his sorrow of poverty {qiongchou) / Or he nobly proclaims
grand ambitions." The tension between stillness and agita-
tion is built tip and remains unresolved, as the poem ends
abruptly: "A heavy rain came down, / The cicada's chirp-
ing stopped."'""' Likewise, bis "Rhapsody on the Sounds of
Atitumn" compares the withering force of autumn that
leaves the landscape "desolate" to the worldly worries and
chores weigliing on and wearying the himian heart and
body. The rhapsody draws the parallel: the poet, however,
denies it aud comforts himself with the thought that hu-
man beings are above the natural scheme of things and
ilierefore should not be bothered by "the .sounds of au-
luinn."'* The peace is hard-earned. It arises from sublima-
tion through the suppression of disturbing thoughts and
the unresolved calming of agitations.

One may wonder about the relevance of a scholar's

thought proce.ss to the domain of pictorial conception. It
turns out that "Rhapsody on the Sounds of Auttiinn" was in
fact on the mind of Northern Song beholders when viewing
a type of landscape painting. The imperial catalog Xuanhe
AwflpM contains, in tlie landscape chapter, an entiy regarding
an inner palace eunuch named Feng Jin, a native of Kaifeng,
who excelled in both ha/y atmospheric landscapes and "tow-
ers in forest shades." His Golden Wind for Pkomixj and Sounds
of Nature, according to the catalog author, made one feel as if
one could hear the pipings of wind instruments. The depth
of the thotight and sentiments embedded therein can be
compared to the "Rliapsody on the Sounds of Autuniu."
Meanwhile, we are told that Feng's "disposition is, ala.s. not
peaceful; he may go astray some day."'' Go astray or uot, what
little we know abotit him suggests au outspoken character."^''
There appears to be, in reference to Feng at least, a perceived
correlate benveen the painter's untamed di.sposition and his
preference for picturing nature's stirrings and pipings. The
catalog author is being judgmental, operating on tlie assiuiip-
tion that the etuiuch is better oil bringing bis agilHied dispo
sition tuider control.

As a specific instance of the dynamics of agitation and
stillness, this case points to a consonance and transpositions
between the literary and pictorial universes respectively in-
habited by a scholar-official and a tnunich painter. To some
extent, it justifies our mapping ol Otiyang Xiu"s thought
pattern onto A Solitary Monastery. For the "desolation-n/m-
austerity" conception, desolation inspires agitation and emo-
tion; austerity {danho} overcomes it. In otlier words, "deso-
lation-cwm-austerity" is about motion and stillness, or
overcoming agitation to obtain peace. Not surprisingly, al-
most in the same breath, Otnang next speaks of "leisurely
harmony and solemn stillness." So "desolation-rwTn-austerity"
is the first phase ofa mental process: it sets iip the tension
between motion and stillness. By the time we reach the stage
of "leisurely harmony and solemn stillness," the tension is
resolved; the initial agitation is overcome. Tliis is the concep-
tual overtone ofthe central formal drama of ,4 SoUlaiy Mon.-
astery.

If the painting was indeed produced aboui 1050,"'" what is
the source of tlie agitation?

Iconic Pagoda, leonographic Disparity, and Cognitive
Dissonance
TIius far, the painting appears to make sense in view of tlie
eleveutli-ceuttiiy style of thought. I have briefly noted—but
largely withheld the elaboration on—a glaring oddity in the
painting. Now is the time to confront the issue squarely, so to
speak.

The composition is in fact decidedly au anomaly. No other
extant Northern Song scroll gives such central prominence to
the pagoda as does A Solitary Mova.stery. It is not LUicommon
for Northern Song landscape painting to feature architec-
tural images. These mostly consist of palatial towers, ten^aces,
aud pavilions, in keeping with the classification of architec-
ttiral drawing in the early-twelfth-centur)' imperial catalog as
the generic category of "palaces and chambers" {gongshi). Of
the seventy-<ine archileclural paintings listed in the imperial
catalog, only one concerns a Buddhist uiouastcry."'**

There was, indeed, a subgenre of landscape paintings fea-
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luring Butldlii.st monasteries. The imperial catalog lists aboiit
twenty-four such paintings.''"' They are mostly known as the
"painting of ii solitary' monastery" {xiaosi tu).^' A number of
sumving Northern Song .scrolls may belong to this genre, but
idcntificutlon remains difficult due to the uncertain cliarac-
ter of the architectural cluster in the mountains, which may
or may not be a monastery. We can be fairly certain that the
surviving Northeiti Soiig huidscapes featuring a pagoda qual-
ify as "paintings of solitary monasteries."''^

Based on what we caii gather fiom the iiiiperial catalog, a
lew elements stand out: witli the exception of one listed in
the architectural painting category (mentioned above), these
paintings belong exclusively to the landscape genre; they are
nioslly entitled "painting of a solitaiy monasteiy [in moun-
lains]" {xiaosi tu), with the consistent emphasis on the "xmo,"
or "soliiaiy-rw/jhdesolate" mood; they are invariably set in
niounrains or liills."^ It becomes appaient that the pictorial
iiiuiest vested in the monasteries stems largely from the
mood as.sociaied with them, They imbue landscape with des-
olate-a/WKiusteie {xiaotiao) overtones, ^̂ s such, they arc often
ireated cursorily, reduced to a notational sign or marker that
points to somt'tliing beyond themselves. Suniving Northern
scrolls testit)* to this. The few scrolls that feature a pagoda
push it to the recessed depth, where it is all but lost or veiled
in the hazy horizon of clouds and mist'*"̂  or registered as an
apparition in the far distance.'"' The only few other notable
surviving Northern Song scrolls that show a pagoda, a ma-
sonr\' siructuie pictmed in half-length, subordinate it to the
overall configuration ofthe mountains (Fig. 4).''''

The pagoda in A Solitaty Monastery, by contrast, is taken on
it.s own structural or architectonic terms and treated fully with
tare, Drawn in the manner of "ruled-line painting" (Jiehua).
the architectinal members and structural features—the
caves, railings, mast, finial, and so on—are all rendered with
sharp precision in correct proportions and spatial modeling.
While other Northern Song scrolls, such as Early Travel in
Snoury Mountains (Fig. 4), show a half-length pagoda as a
slender tapering cone, the pagoda in A Solitary Monastny is
presented us an expansive, squat, octagonal timber structure.

The discrepancy has various implications. One way of view-
ing it is to see the typological difference in terms of pictorial
convention. The Nelson-Atkins .scroll shows a careful portrait
of a real architectural structure. The painter appears to flaimt
thf contemporaneity of the architectural reference. Instead
of subordinating the pagoda to the generic mood of desola-
lion and poverty, the painting showcases an architectural
splendor. Instead of epitomizing the virtue of "austerity," the
edifice, in fact, makes a mockery ofthe notion. Its squatness
and octagonal plan register an architectural style of pagoda
construction that gained cmrency in the tenth and eleventh
centuries. Its typological affinities are the Leifeng Pagoda of
the Wu-Yue Kingdom in Hangzhou, built between 971 and
977,'"'̂  and the timber pagoda at Yinxian, built in 1056,*" all
expansive octagonal structtires. If the painting makes the
architecture a pictorial focus, or topic, what architectural
structure may have loomed .so large in the mental horizon
ancl tlie physical landscape at the time? In other words, which
contemporaiy pagoda could have become a comparable dis-
cursive topic that may in turn have generated a correspond-
ing picttirial topic?

The similarity of the pagoda in A Solitary Monastery to the
Leifeng Pagoda may offer a clue. In 982, Emperor Taizong's
court decreed that a pagoda be built in the Ftisheng Precinct
of the Kaibao Monaster)' to enshrine the fabled A.soka reli-
quaiy acquired from the conquered Wu-Yue state. Yu Hao
from the Wu-Yue Kingdom, who came to the Northern Song
capital to work on imperial projects, was the architect, and he
created an architectural wonder. (Completed in 9H9, the elev-
en-story octagonal timber structtire, 360 Chinese feet in
height (more than 180 feet, or .')5 meiers),''** was the tallest
and most splendid edifice in the capital city. It was cele-
brated for its "gold-and-green splendor."*''' In the monasteiy
under the imperial aegis, the pagoda seiTcd as ;\ privileged
site to stage various ritual ceremonies, including tlie prayer
for rain or snow led by successive emperors. One day in 1013,
tlie pagoda's mast allegedly radiated golden light, wliicli
prompted Emperor Zhen/ong s (r. i()23-(i3) visit to the site,
and then the spectators saw "five-colored relics, . . . as big as
tlie moon in size, with color like the crystal, flying above the
bell strings." In celebration of the aiispicious occasion, the
pagoda was renamed Linggan Pagoda (Pagoda of Numinous
Response).^"

The frugal Confucian scholar-cjfficials did iiot sliaie the
popular enthusiasm for this grandiose edifice. Tian Xi (940-
1003), the tirand Master of Remonstralion, for instaiice, did
not mince words when counseling Emperor Zhenzong
against the project: "whereas the public hails the [pagoda] as
a gold-and-green splend(jr, this minister thinks [the pagoda]
has [people's] sweat and blood written all over it!'"' The
detractors of the pagoda were vindicated when the timber
pagoda was struck by lightning and bnrned down in 1()44.'~'
Emperor Renzong's intention to rebuild the pagoda drew
anger and strong opposition from the Confucian scholar-
officials on the grounds of the heavy financial Ijurden and
labor cost the project would incur. Ouyang Xiu. Yu [ing
(1000-1064), and Cai Xiang (1012-1067) were among the
most vocal opponents, pointing to the fire as an omen of
heavenly disapproval ofthe extravagant building.'''

The emperor overrode the objectittns and went ahead with
the rebuilding. Resited to the Shangfang Precinct (the east
precinct ofthe Kaibao Monasteiy) on Motmt Yi. outside the
Inner City to the northeast, the new pagoda was a thirteen-
stoiy octagonal ina.sonry structure built of glazed tile.'' It
retained the height of the old timber stt uctitre that had gone
down in fire, and is still standing today.'''

There is no way of verifying if the pagoda in A Solitary
Monastery indeed alludes to the fire-destroyed timber pagoda
in the Kiiibao Monastery, Uncertainty concerning the date of
the scroll makes it even harder to ascertain what precise
circimistantial references it may have. Given that the pagoda
in the painting is made a pictorial focus—and topic—against
the grain ofthe landscape genre ofthe time, theie appears to
be a comparable degree of intense topicality underlying both
the pictorial design and the heated publicity ofthe Kaibaosi
Pagoda.

What little we kiiow of the Northern Song jiaintei's rhe-
torical nse of architectm^al painting makes the stiggestiveness
of the parallel all the more tantalizing. Yin Jizliao. a painter
renowneci for his unsurpassed specialization in figmes and
architectural drawing, painted the Gusu Tower and Efang
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Palace, both historical landmarks.'^ The atithor of the impe-
rial catalog ascertains "the didacticism" embedded in these
paintings, something absent in the "prosaic paintings" by
others. Comparing them with the poetic sources they draw
on, he opines that "the poet's didacticism is deeper and
far-reaching, something that the painting does not quite
match."'' Nonetheless, the painter's effort in didactic rheto-
ric is recognized.

With this in mind, the comparable topicality of both the
painting and the pagoda in the capital iiiakes us mindful of
the range of possible rhetorical overtones—didactic or other-
wise— of the scroll. Is the painting a retrospective pictorial rec-
ord of the fire-destroyed timber pagoda? Was the painting in-
tended as a glorifying blueprint or "poster" of sorts by the
imperial propaganda force in service ofthe emperor's agenda
to advocate and rationalize the rebuilding of the pagoda?
Did the painting amount to a pictorial plea to the throne on
the part of the pagoda's detractors showing the foreseeable
jeopardy and disturbing con.seqnences caused by the constnic-
tion? Is there some pointed message embedded in tlie omi-
nous left-inclining rock face that threatens to topple over the
pagoda? Or does the visual drama of agitated forms—tilting
rock formations and wildly gesticulating "crab-claw" trees—
surrounding the central iconic pagoda inadvertently or seren-
dipitoiisiy register the historical situation ofthe scholar-<jffi-
cials" agitation against the reconstruction of the Kaibaosi
Pagoda? These remain idle speculations at best. Any hypo-
thetical conjectures regarding the overtones of the pagoda
have to be formed with the entire picture in mind.

While we are uncertain about the circumstantial references
in the painting to the Kaibaosi Pagoda, their comparable
topicality not^vithstanding, there is still some insight to be
gained by seeing them in juxtaposition. For one thing, the
reception histoiy of the Kaibaosi Pagoda tells us a good deal
abont the perceptual habit of the Northern Song literati in
respect to a pagoda-dominated landscape.

In the eyes of scholar-officials, the newly built Kaibaosi
Pagoda signified imperial excess and financially irresponsible
indulgence in architectural extravaganza. In spite of its mon-
umental grandeur, it met with a collective siletice, registered
as a glaring lacitna in the Northern Song literary canon, which
otherwise shows no lack of interest in responding to land-
marks. Ouyang Xin, for all his aversion toward Buddhism,
had noted that the old timber structure in the Kaibao Mon-
astery was "the tallest among the pagodas in the capital city"
and an accomplished architectural feat by a notable architect-
(7/jfrcarpenter.'^ As his renionstiation against the rebuilding
ofthe fire-destroyed pagoda fell on the deaf ears of Emperor
Renzong, Ouyang never bothered to mention the rebuilt
pagoda again in his writing—not even once. This is remark-
able considering his close attention to landmarks. It was not
until five centuries later that the pagoda became a poetic
topic for scholat-officials, such as Li Mengyang (1472-15ii9),™

There was, however, no escaping the pagoda in the elev-
enth-centiuy capital cit), given it.s dominance in the land-
scape. What is instructive is tlie Northern Song scholars'
distinct way of mentally picturing it—or lack thereof. They
simply transformed and displaced the physical pagoda-dom-
inated topography into a fatniliar poetic scene of nature-
inspired transcendence.

Visits to the monastery by two Northern Song scholar-
officials are particularly revealing in this regatd. The brothers
Liu Chang glji^ (1019-1068) and Liu Bin iljftj (1022-1088),
both of whom obtained their advanced degree [jiiishi) in
1046,^" visited the monasteiy sometime around the mid-
eleventh centuty. Both wrote poems on the occasion; both
had the pagoda—old and new—in mind. As we may expect
of a typical N(jrtheni Song scliolar-official, Liu Bin disre-
garded, at least in writing, the new Kaibaosi Pagoda in the
Shangfang Precinct. He visited the nearbv Fusheng Pret int t. the
site ofthe old pagoda tliat had burned in 1044. The old pagoda,
now registered as a distant memoiy that had left traces of "ashes"
of a "catastrophe," ;\fforded hitn and his friends the topic for a
"freewheeling disctission," The "tower" is dismissed as "the
Phantom City," a reference to the fictive city in the Lotus Sutra,^^
temporarily conjttred up by the Buddha as an expedient device
to coax tlie wearied treasLire-seeking tra\'elei's into a quest for
the real treasnre trove elsewhere.**^

Liu Chang is the only Northern Song scholar who left us
with a poem occasioned by his visit to the Shangfang Precinct
where the new Kaibaosi Pagoda stood:

The layered hills rise around the city.
The clear riveî s bring back the rusticity.
The old monastery nestled in dee]> recesses.
The high tO7vn peeps amidst precipitous peaks.
The site is amenable to distant views.
Towering over the city and its environs.
Near and afar, one sees one thousand miles.
Opening up both the mind and eye.

All of a sudden I feel like scaling tlie mountain,
Looking around, my mind reaches afar.
Those who have passed are gone forever,
M Xinling has long collapsed.
Those who are yet to come are not in sight,
Kong HoLi and Siin Cni.
Past and present are all vast and distant.
Sighing titrns into elation and despair.

The first thing to note is the resilience and persistence of a
schema that shapes and orders Liu's viewing of the land-
scape. The schema in question is that ol poetic-generic con-
vention that serves as the lens through which Liu views and
transforms the physical topography. The Northern Song cap-
ital city of Kaifeng followed tlie plan of a nesting set of
rectangles: the Imperial City occupied the heart ofthe Inner
( ît\'; the latter was in turn circumscribed by the Outer (-ity.
The Kaibao Monastery was located just outside the northeast
border of the Inner City, with the Wuzhang River to its north
(Fig. 5), but well inside the walls of the Outer City. Liu was
presumably looking outward across the space of what was still
part of the populated Outer City, presumably a stretch of
"suhurban" sprawl. Still, he gave ns a picttire of a depoptitated
rustic landscape of hills and rivers.

The spatial scheme experienced in Liu's poetic vision is
noteworthy. Lin begins with the obsenation of "layered hills,"
which would call for a mental picttire of soaring peaks. The
scheme of Monumental Landscape would facilitate this men-
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Uil picUne. Tlif II. ihe p;ig<jda eiilers the piciuie—sort of. Nol
r;iken on its own terms, the pagoda is spirited away and
repackaged as a "high tower" (gaotai), a traditional Chinese
arcliitectural structure without monastic association. The
"tower" then conveniently provides the generic framework
tor the ascension topos, a topographically inspired topic. The
topos involves the poet's ascent to comLiiand a distant view of
the horizon, which in turn triggers thoughts about tbe invis-
ibility of different times. So it docs in Liu's poem: "The site is
amenable to distant views." This entails the mental picttiring
of an unblocked view of a spatial recession in the manner of
Level Distance: "Near and afar, one sees one thousand miles."
The spatial view soon dissolves into thoughts of invisible
limes, and Liu reflects on the limit of the horizon in view of
pasi i\nd lutiire. The past is forever out of sight, the fiiltire not
yet within range. This occasions "sighing" that "ttirns into
elation and despair." The poet here takes liberties with the
different mental compositions: first the Monumental l.and-
scape, then the Level Distance. The two do not cohere well in
actual pictorial layout, but a verbal pictttre has the license to
both have one's cake and eat it. The painter has to find a way
of accommodatiug these two impulses; a task the painter oi A
Solitary Monastery succeeds in.

The painting is therefore under pressure from both the
generic schema and topographical verisimilitude. Just as the
poet at once takes cues from the hilly landscape out there

{"The layered hills rise around the city") and constructs a
Level Distance landscape out ofthe generic impulse {"distant
views" of "one thousand miles"), so the painter tries his best
to fit in the two mutually excltisive impulses. The need to
reckon with the hilly topography around the capital city may
account for the Monumental Landscape form, so that the
"old monasteiy" can be nestled there. The Cold Forest evok-
ing Level Distance grows out of the generic imperative to
facilitate the expected existential sorrow (the "sighing") at-
tending the mood shift from the elation of the tuiblocked
view obtained from the "tower" to the subsequent despair
over the invisibility of ditTcrent times.

The foctis of attention in tlie pictorial landscape may thus
be commensurate with the center of attention in the culttiral
landscape. A salient historical fact about the Kaibao Monas-
tery may accotmt for the topicality oi' the architectural draw-
ing ofthe pagoda-dominated monastery in the painting. With
its pronoimced theme of an impoverished dotikey-riding
scholar about to cross a bridge—a broken bridge at that—the
painting speaks to the sensibility of the Northern Song.scliol-
ar-ofHcial. To this end, a function linked with the Kiiibao
Monastery in the Northern Song may imbue the image of a
generic monastery with an otherwise unlikely association.
Starting with Emperor Taizong. the Kaibao Monastery often
served as the site of events related to imperial civil senicc
recn-iitinent ex.aminations. In 977, Emperor Taizong hosted a
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ceremonial banquet in the monastery to celebrate the success
of the top candidates who had excelled in the civil service
examination.**"* For a period of time, certainly as late as 1085,
the mona.stery continued to hou.se the Examination Office in
the Ministry of Rites, an organ of ministry officials and staff
responsible for paperwork related to the civil service exami-
nation.**'' One night in 1085. the monasteiy caught fire, caus-
ing the death of examination officers and staff members.* '̂'
While it is not entirely clear if the monastery's link to the civil
service examination was contintiotis throiighotit the North-
ern Song,'*' what little we know already securely establishes
the association of tbe monastery with the civil service exam-
ination.

This sheds light on tbe situational logic of the painting.
The grandeur of the architectural structure of the monastery,
with its suggestive contemporary' referential ity, may signal the
glamour of achieving sticcess in tbe ci\'ii sen'ice examination,
circumstantially associated with the Kaibao Monaster), or a
generic monastery. Tnie, monasteries are supposed to be the
antithesis of social success, but the special circumstances
under the Northern Song made them strange bedfellows.
The donkey rider {the impoverished high minded scholar) is
poised to cross the bridge that eventttaily leads to the Prom-
ised Land, that realm of architectural splendor and social
sticcess. The promise is mocked and harsh reality sets in: he
faces a broken bridge. His aspiration for social success is
frustrated. Hence, the rankle that finds its objective correla-
tive in landscape:

Therefore, all tbe conditions pictured in [Li Cheng's]
paintings—the mountains, foresLs, marshes, waters, level-
distant [recessions], rugged and easy [roads], tumbling
waterfalls, precarious plank paths, the broken bridge, the
precipitous valley, rapids, boulders, wind, rain, obscurit)',
hght, mist, cloud, snow, and fog—are disgorged from
witbin his breast and released ihrotigb his brush, much
like Meng [iao sounding througli bis poetr\', and tbe Crazy
Zhang raging through bis cursive-script calligraphy."**

It is just as interesting that Ouyang Xiti, noting the poptilarity
of Li Cheng's Cold Forest landscape paintings, claims tbat
Li's official career took him all the way to the position of a
"Secretarial Court Gentleman" sening in the Imperial Secre-
tariat."'' We know that Li never achieved tliis.'"' Ouyang most
likely registers a widely circulated rumor. WTiat this points to
is tbe poptilarly perceived association of tlie Cold Forest
land.scape with the generic frustrated scholar-official given to
"sounding through his poetry" and releasing his inner ran-
kling ibrough his brush. The "broken bridge" is cause
enough for much of the rankling.

Hence the internal contradiction embedded in the image
of the monastery here. Conceptually, it is stipposed to embody
austerity and social disengagement, whose mood is best rep-
resented in low-key, sketchy simple forms, an effect that is
captured in the Yurinkan scroll (Fig. 3). The /(Trmr//aggran-
dizement of the monasteiy in the Nelson-Alkins scroll, liow-
ever, betrays the ideal of austerity. It exudes modish glamour,
social distinction, and materia! optilence, evoking the kind of
euphoric state engendered by success in the civil service
examinations. The monastery thus conceptually signals eremit-

ism; the edifice foiinnlly signals social distinction. Eremitic
escapism and social distinction are two irreconcilable and
mutually exclusive polar opposites in the Northern Song
conceptual universe; by a stroke of circumstantial contin-
gency, the monastery' in the painting signifies both.

The landscape here is tuidcr tbe pressure of both the
circtmistantial association and tlie literaiy convention. The
historical circumstances (tbat is, tlie association of the mon-
astery with the civil service examinadon) posit a landscape
tbat both beckons with social distinction and forewarns frtis-
trated aspiration, a frtistration epitomiwd in the broken
bridge that intervenes between the high-minded aspiring
scholar (the donkey rider) and the terniintis of bis travel. Tbe
literary convention maps otit a landscape that offers an ex-
perience in mood swing from desolation/agitation to auster-
ity/stillness.

The perceptual coherence and instantaneity solicited by
the monastery image—that is, that it demands to be seen as
one entity—thus masks, belies, "sutures," and compensates
for the disparity in its divergent significations. It at once
entices and consoles. It elicits the aspiration for social dis-
tinction on the one hand; it comforts the bruised heart
smarting from the thwarted aspiration and mocked expecta-
tion <in the other hand. Frustrated aspiration and mocked
expectation lead to rankling, agitation, and a state of desola-
tion; overcoming the agitation leads to stillness and tranqtiil-
lity, conceptually epitomized by the monasteiy. The path to
the monastery in this partictilar context thus can be read at
once as a symbolic ride to social distinction and as a spiriiual
journey to the haven of social disengagement. It speaks to
both success and failure. The pictorial scbeme allows one to
have one's cake and eat it, too. Witb striking clarit}', the
painting inadvertently and serendipitotisly maps out the com-
plexity tinderlying Northern Song eremitism. The ambiguity
of the monastery image here registers the tension in the
ambiguous nature of eremitic aspiration ofthe time. Eremit-
ism is the overcompensation for the failed attempt at social
distinction.

This is asking too much from an architectural image, ln
choosing among architectural structures as signpost for men-
tal compositions or picttiring imaginaiy landscapes, the
Northern Song literati preferred not to deal with ihc pagoda
and its ambiguities. In its stead, the pavilion—with it.s modest
structure, smooth integration into the landscape, and open
views—catight the literaiy imagination and became a favor-
able topos.'" Even with the pa\ilion, the interest stems not
from tbe arcbitectural form it.self but from tbe views it ac-
cords the beholder. Again, here is Ouyang Xiu:

Wlien it comes to tbe splendid forms of the motnitains
and rivers around (hv pavilion, ihe blurring haze of plants,
ttees, clouds, and mist coming into view and disappt-anng
in the broad and empty expanse, hanging between pres-
ence and absence, wbich can fully satisf)' the gaze ofa poet
as he climbs these heights and writes bis own Li Sao—it is
best each viewer finds such things for himself. As for the
frequent ruin and repair of the pavilion, eitlier accotmts
already exist or tbe details do not merit close examination.
I will say nothing ^̂
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This accotints for the tritnnph of the pavilion-dominated
landscape in the late NortlR-rn Song (Fig. 6). It also explains
tbe formal impulse—a "pictorial conception"—to "hide" the
pagoda in Northern Song compositions. The entrance exam-
ination for tbe Northern Song Impfiial Painting Academy
involved testing tbe students' ability to ptess "pictorial con-
ception.s" into practice. One competition reqtiired tbf can-
didates to come tip witb compositions inspired by tbe poetic
line "the disarrayed bills bide the old monastery." Most com-
positions depict a pagoda mast peeping tbrougb tbe array of
hills. Ib f winning design shows a banner on a tall post
sticking out from tbe mountain forest.''^

Tbis stoiy is often cited to sbow tbe ingenious exercise in
tbe "less-is-more" kind of shorthand pictorial economy. For
our piupose, the case is instructive. It is tiotable ibat most
sttidents still tegarded tbe pagoda as tbe staple featttre ofa
monasteiy. Tbe winning composition that signaled tbe new
trend and sensibility eliminated the pagoda altogether. Tbe
crux bere is not bow successftilly be produced tbe effect of
"biding"; tbe lesser compositions accomplished tbat just a.s
well by rendering a pagoda mast. The operative word is "old":
what best represents an old monasteiy? Not the pagoda; a
posted banner works better. Not architecture, for architec-
ture is often too loaded, too prone to cognitive dissonance
for the Nortbern Song liteiati, not to mention that its plod-
ding and cumbersome execution is greatly at odds witb tbe
increasingly minimalist premise tmderlying tbe "pictorial
conception." Tbis further throws into high relief tbe oddity
undeilying the meticulous care invested in tbe architectural
drawing of tbe pagoda in tbe Nelson-Atkins scroll. Now we
tniderstand wby: it was loaded.

The circtunstantial weight of tbe image raises ititrigtiing
questions conceinitig the possible cognitive dissonance it
may bave solicited from its implied viewer. To tbe extent tbat
tbe landscape maps out the eremitic impulse of a scbolar-
official leaving behind tbe agitated, mundane world to seek
peace and solace in the transcendent Buddhist baven of
"emptiness and stillness," tbe painting intends the scholar-
officials' class as its implied audience and tbeir eremitic
desire as its ptimaiy "button" to press; at any rate, it speaks to
anyone aspiring to attain tbat social and cultural status wbere
sucb a desire can come into play. Tbe success of tbe paint-
ing's conmitmication witb tbis implied beholder binges on
tbe laiter's willingness to accept tbe pagoda as a fitting em-
bodiment of tbe transcendent realm of "emptiness and still-
ness." Theoretically, it may work; historically, it did not. In
tbe mid-eleventh century, as we know by now, it was fraiigbt
with problems, considering the intensity of tbe scbolar-tjfti-
cials" collective ire provoked by—and their resistance to^tbe
Kaibaosi Pagoda. Among tbe most vocal in opposing the
pagoda construction was none otber tban Ouyang Xiti. He
certainly would bave balked at tbe iconic centrality of the
pagoda tbat dominates the landscape. The disttirbing shadow
of the I cbuih Kiiibaosi Pagoda must have instilled in liini and
bis contemporary scbolar-officials an intense dislike of the
arcbitecttnal extravaganza tbat makes a mockeiy of bis aes-
tbetics of poverty and desolation.

Tbe paituing tberefore bints at possible dynamic ex-
cbanges between tbe literati and professional painters. The
literati sotiglit inventions in tbe pictorial art carrying tlieir

6 L.i Congnian, Wintn Landscape, cw. I I'JO, hanging scioll.
ink and ligbt color on silk. ^A X 19 in. (129..T x 48.2 tni).
The Art Museum, Princeton University (artwork in tlie public
domain; photograph provided by tbe .\rt Museum)
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ideals of extrapictorial "conceptions." The professional paint-
ers more or less vibrated to these ideals. While we do not
know the identity of the painter, we know for certain that
painters were mostly, if not exclnsively, professional during
the early and inid-N(»rUiern Song pei iods. That Ouyang Xiu's
wi'iting could be brought consistently to bear on the painting
does not presuppo.se the painter's immediate response to his
theoiy; ratlier, the coinniensurability between the two says
.something about the painter's effort to take in stride the
shifts in taste at the time when the literati were fast becoming
tlie arbiters of taste. "Much of what we cal! 'taste,'" to recall
Michael Baxandall's dictitm. "lies in this, the conformity' be-
tween discrimination.s demanded by a painting and skills of
discrimination pos.sessed by the beholder."'" The painting
here ostensibly demands a perceptual baggage for which
Ouyang Xiu's writing [iroudes the most succinct formulation.

It is interesting lo mull over the superb skills on display in
A Solitary Monastery in light of Ouyang Xiu's dismissal of the
artisan-painter's deadpan craftsmanship and excessive preoc-
cupation wilh producing the "effects of height and depth,
distance and recession" at the expense of "pictorial concep-
tions." The well-proportioned spatial layout in A Solitaiy Mon-
astery clearly shows a refined craftsmanship at work, thereby
making itself liable to Ouyang's scorn. The liability, though,
is mitigated f)y tlie painter's manifest effort ro press into
practice the scholarly aesthetics of "desolation-r«»i-austerity"'
and "leisurely harmony and solemn stillness." We sense here
a give-and-take kind of exchange or parity between the schol-
arly community and professional painters. As the scholar-
official defines the challenges faced by the painter, that is, the
difficulty of capturing these effects in painting, so the painter
appears to rise to the challenge by showing that it can be
done. The painter appears to be rather sensitive aud respon-
sive to the scholar's aesthetic pronouncements.

The exchange, no doubt, iuvolves some uneasy parsing on
the part of the painter. The painting manages to incorporate
the liteiati's theoi^)' of "desolation-r/fm-ansterity" and "lei-
.surely liarmony and solcLim stillne.ss." However, in using the
architectonic grandeur of the pagoda as the anchor of the
visual drama, it ostensibly nms up against the Confucian
scholar-official's deep-seated wariness about architectural ex-
travaganza, thereby inadvertendy "deconstructing" the aes-
tlietics of austerity it set otit to picture in ihe first place. This
partly explains the short-lived parity the painting seeks to
establish with ihc scholar's aesthetics of "desolation-r«»)-aus-
terit\" and its ultimate fiiihire. The disparity here looks for-
ward to Ni Zan's spaise landscape as the ultimate expression
of Ouyang Xiu's ideal. Precisely becatise it is the odd piece
out in the extended process of an aesthetic ideal in seaich of
its pictorial model, the [lainting tarries an enormous load of
historicity. Precisely because its iconography is odd and
ephemeial, the composition capttues and encapsulates the
peculiar contours oi' ilie cultitral dynamics in the mid-elev-
enth century. '̂̂  So much hangs on this single scroll that the
case confirms the hypothesis implicit in Meyer Schapiro's
study of the sculptures of Souillac, formulated succinctly by
Thomas Crow: "the most productive cases in art-historical
inquiry will involve obicct.s tbat already exist as disruptive
exceptions against a field of related works of art that sur-
round them."^'' Many cases—from the Ruthwell Cross to

Edouard Manet's A Bar at the Folies-BergPre—have borne this
out. A Solitary Monastery amid the Clearing Peaks qualifies as the
eleventh-century Chinese example to bear similar weights.
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Haward University. His book Shaping the Lotus Sutra: Buddhist
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Award from japan. He is also a recipient of the Ryskamp and
Guggenheim Fellowships [Department of History of Art find Archi-
tecture, Harvard University, 485 Broadway, Camlnidgc, iMa.s.s.
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Notes
1. The senses of lhe term iLseK evolved over time. Mv definition |it'rtains

largely Io the initial sense proposed by (lii\'anR Xiti amimd the mid-
elfventh < entun.'. By the tfiirly iwcifth ct-ntuiT. ihc tenn could be re-
duced to ihc sense ot an evocalive pinoriaii/aiiuii ol'a poelic lint'. Wai-
kam Ho gave the following gloss ofthe term in the earlv-rwelllh-
ceniun,- context: "One of ihe mail! lojufiiis cotistanily emphasized by
the Sung .\(:adeniy was the ingenious atid proper creatnient of the
liiiti-i. or idea of a pidtirc. The si)UHlit-aflfr objcclive wits not so much
ilie reality nl life hut the poetn ol life. . . . [n oilier words, a pirturt-
was evaluated not merely hy iis cjualify o! 'toini-likeness,' which is basic,
bill ntore iniporiHnllv by iLs qniUity of 'picltire-likt'iiess.' which was OTI a
stipposedly higher level—on a par with liteialtirt'."' Wai-kam Ho, "A.s-
jjecis of Chine.se Painting from 1100 to IS.^0." in t(if;hl I>ynaitifs iif<.hi-
rirff Fnhilhifr: Thf Coltrr.linns i>j ikr NetMiii ('7iitlny-Mkut.\ Mu.sfitm. Kiin.sei.\
City, and Ihr ('InHanil Aiii\i'iim oJArt (t-levelan<i: Cleveland Miisemn <)f
.•\.rt, 1980), xxix. See also idem, "The I.iteniiy C.oncepi.s of 'Picture-like'
(Ju-hua) aud 'Picture Idea' {Hua-i) in the Relationship hetwi-en Poetiy
and Painling," in Wnriii ami huige^: C.hinni- hwtiy. ('.ti!lifptil>li\, uiiil I'ninl-
ing, ed. AllVeda Murck and Wen C. Fong (New York: Metropolitan Mu-
seum of .\rt, 1991), 359-404.

2. The Nelsou-.-\ikins scroll recapitulates and complicaies the iiionntnen-
tal landscape foini ol Fan Kttan's (active ca. '.I*IO-1O:UI) Trnvrti-rs among
Streajm and M/mnlains; it also anticipates formal aspects—the atmo-
spheric ellects and ihe spatial reces.sii.m through the pnipurtional
near/far distitictiveness—of (itio Xi's liarty .Spring {I(172). This stiggests
a date between Fan Kttan and Cuo Xi, somewhere around the mid-
eleventh tentuiy. I concur therefore with Wen Fong, who dates it to
abotit 1050. .See Wen Fong ei al., /mni^\s nj tin- Miiul (Princeton; Art
Mtisetitn an(j Princeton Univeraity Press. 1984), A'h-Ab.

3. Fo!- a comprehetisive review iif lhe various positions in daling lhe
scroll, see Peter (;. Sitirman. "The Donkey Rider as Icon: l.i Cheng and
Early Chinese I-andscape Painnng." .-XrtitiM .\siiw ^-^^t. nos. 1-2 (199.")):
43-97. esp. 94-95.

4. Tlie analogtie finds its snpport in an olt-(|noled passage in the iwt'lfth-
centtUT text Ijiu/uaii giin::.hi i)y Guo Si. .See /.hiinggito .•.hiihufi ijuamhu.
ed. Lu Fusheng et al. (Shanghai: Shanghai slinhua (htihatishe, HtiW),
vol. 1, 498. For an English translation, see Sn.san Bnsh and Hsio-yen
Shih, cotnps. atid eds., E<i)1y (..liini'SF Texts (in J'liiiitinf; ((Cambridge,
Ma.ss.: HaiTard University Press. 1985), I5;i. We need to take tlic atiai-
ogj' with catition, thotigh. It is to be noted that Northern .Song land-
scape painters worked largelv otitside the parameters of the im|)frial
cotirt hefore (Jtio Xi's arrival in Shen/ong's ii)Ui t. The appropnation
ofthe landscape form as analogue of imperial stale ideok)g\' did not
quite occiu' uutil (he l()70s and altei. The anal<ig\ drawn in the t.iri-
ijiiiin gnnzhi by (iui> Si was a lelaiively hue construtt. See Heping Lin's
forthcoming work on the relation hetween Song landscape and lhe
st;ite. I owe this point lo disctission with Liu.

5. The methodological roots of this melhod can be traced to, among oth-
ers, Pierie Marhrrey. A Theory of Literary I'mtlurtion, trans, (leotrrcy Wall
(Loudon: Rontledge and Kegan Paul, iy7H); and T. [. Clark, I'hf t'aint-
iiig nf Mndmi l.ije: Paris in the Art of Manet and His iolUnitns (New V'ork:
.\lfred .-V. Knopf, 1985). esp. his chapter on £douard Manet's A Bar at
the t'olksSnprf, 205-58.

6. For studies of this genre, see Richard Barnhart, Wintiy Forrsls, Otd Tnvs:
Some t.andscnpe Thrmes in CJiinesc I'liinlirig (New Vork: (^hina Insiimte in
America. 1972); and Charles Hartmaii. '"Lilerarv- and N isnal Interac-
tions in I.O Chih-ch'tian's "Crows in Old Trees,"' Metrojinlittni Mii\riirii
>»n« /28 (1993): 129-fi7, esp. 140-45,

7. As obser-ved by Wang Pi/hi (advanced degree 1064-67): "The [paint-
ing of] Level Distance and Cold Foresi created by [l.i] Cheng is un-
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preccdented," Wang Pi/hi, Shmti^lmi ynnlmi In (Rrijing: Zhonghua
shujii. lyHl), 90.

8. A simiUir Norllu'tn Soii^ ciiinpiisition is ihf (MI4 Forrsi in ihf l.iauiiing
Miisfiini.

9. Sii Shi. "C.iLo Xi Qiushiin pinf̂ ifiian ershini," in Sn Shi qunnji (Shanghai:
Shanghai Riiji. 2000). ;{.'J5, trans, follows AUVecla Miirck, hielry nnd
hi'mting in Sunn ̂ •hi""- '"'"' Subllr Art ojDhsrnt (Cambridge, Mass.: Har-
viird Univpi-siiy Asia Onler and Harviird University Press, 2000), t24.

to. Fur a disitission lA this painting, see Suzuki Kei. '/.himj^iio luiihua shi,
trans. Wd Mciync (Taipei: (inidi gugong bttwnyuan, 1987), vol. 1, 164-
f>7; and Stnrman, "The Donkey Rider as Icon," 85-88.

11. Ouyang Xiu, "Jianhua." in ()u\nng Xiii quanji {Beijing: Zhonghiia shujn,
2001). vol. 5. 1976.

12. One may objerl hy pointing to the formal demand made hy the hang-
ing scroll that favors the veriicaliry of the soaring peaks, Norihcrn Song
painiers w<iiild in tart ostensibly resist tliis demand and insist on piii-
ting the Levei Disiaiue in the hackgroiind lo harmoni/e wiih thf Cold
Forest in the foregrdnnd. See, for instance. Aiiriml Tien /iiul ni.sliinl
Mounlaiivi {Giimii yaoshan In) in ihe Shanghai Mnsenm. reprodijcfd in
Wudai liei Siiiif^ huuji (Tianjin: Tianjin rrnmin nieishii chnhanshe,
1998), pi, 118; and Cold l-i»rsL HOW hy .'18% in. (\b?> hy 98 cm), in the
Palace Museum, "Iaipei. in ihid., pi, liJO,

t3. For a romprehensive study <»t' ihe mrtlir, see Sliirman, "The Donkey
Rider as Iton,"

14. The Ba Bridge is located east of modern Xi'an, The as.sociation of the
hiidge with "winds and snow" may have arisen from the lore that the
hanks along ihe Ba River used to he lined with willow trees whose cat-
kins were perceived figuratively as snowflakes.

15. Zheng Qi. a late Tang official, is said to have observed tiiat "poelic
ihonghi lodges on rhe hack of the donkey in the winds and snow of
tJie Ba Bridge." Hong You (fl. 1111-18), (•uan^kumi hwifui, in Zhong-
guo ilinhiui iiii/in.\liH. ed. Lu Fnsheng ct al., 14 vols. {Shanghai: Shang-
hai shuhLia thubanshf, 1993), vol. I, 822 {hereafter ZSif).

16. The earliest work in this line is Yang Xiong (53 BCE-18 CE), "Rhap-
.sody on Repelling Poverty," Han Yu's "Seeing Off Povern" marks a no-
table reversal of the atiimde. For discussion of the development of ihis
literary theme, see Qian Zhongshii. Cunnihui liinn {Beijing: Zhonghua
shujn, 1979), vol. 3,961-64,

17. Han piaised iwo high-ranking ofTicials, Pei and Yang, for their willing-
ness to participate in the art of ihe deprived. See Han Yu, "Jing Tan
changhe shi xu,'" in Qii'in 'I'tirig wm. ed, Dong Gao et al, (Beijing:
Zhonghtia shiijti, 1983), ji/rm 556, 5629b-.5630a,

18. In mourning Mei Yaorhcn (1002-1060), Wang ;\nshi (1021-1086) ol>
seizes ihai "poeLs are fnll of sorrows of poverty." Wang .A.nshi. "Ku Mei
Sheng Yu," in Quan Soiifr.ski, ed, Fn Xuancong ei al. (Beijing: Beijing
University Press. 1991), juon .546. 6539.

19. Zhang Lei (1052-1112). "Song Qin Guan cong Sim Hangzhoij weisue
vu." in Ke.ihii>i ji, in Yhi^'i.n Wrnyuan^ Sikii ijuatuhu (Taipei: Taiwan
Siiangwii yinshtiguan, 198.V86), 8.9 (hereafter YWSilQA.), juan 40, 11,

20. Wenying (eleventh centnry). Xiangshan yelu, ed, Zheng Shigang and
Vang Liyang (Beijitig: Zhonghua shuju, 1984), 8,

21. Ouyang Xiu. "Mt-i Shenyu shiji xu," in Ouyting Xiu quanji. vol, 2, 612.

22. Mengjiao and jia Dao. qnoied in Ouyiing Xin. "Shihua." in Ouyang
Xiu quanji, vol. 5, 1952, emphasis added,

23. See Xiao Chi, Fofn yu ^hijing (Beijing: Zhonghna shnju, 2005). 207-33.

24. Ouyang Xiu, "Jianhua," in Ouyang Xiu quanji vol. 5, 1976. Bush and
Shih. Knrly Chinese Texts. 230, translate the phrase xiaotino danho as
"loneliness and tranquility."

25. Mtnck. Poftry and Painting in Song China. 291 ti, I, glosses the character
xiati tluis: "The character xiao . . . has such meanings as 'reverent,'
'monmfnl.' 'the soughing of wind.' 'gloomy.' In combination with ihe
word sao. as n.sed hy (he Ienth-centur\' poet Lno Yin. ii means 'lonely.'
'cold,' and 'desolate.'"

26. Ouyang Xin, "Qiu.sheiig fii." in Ou\ang Xiu qnanji, vol. 2. 256. trans,
hased on Ronald C. Fgan. The Lilerary Works nj (hi-yang Hsiu (1007—72)
((]ambridge: (^imbridge University Press, 1984), 128. with modifica-
tion.s. Egan translales xiaotiao as "withered and lonely" and fdiao as
"desolate." As ihe two phrases are largely interchangeable, I have made
the swiich in my rendition to be consistent with my translation of xiao-
liao as "desolate." Also. I choose to translate randan as "dismal and
pale" instead of adopting Egan's rendition of "sad and pale."

27. Ouyang Xiu, "Ti Xuc G<iiigqi hna," in Ouyang Xiu qiianji, vol, 3, 1058.
Our present-day reading of Onyang Xiu as one of the first detractors of
veri.siinilitude misses a crucial point Otiyang makes in this passage,
which contiiins what is now imdetstood its his dismi.ssal of "form-like-
nes.s," Ouyang is noi atgiiing with lorni-likeness; he is simply asserting

the primacy of charging fonns with evocative moods and concfptttal
overtones, regardless of (he degree of vetisimiliitidf,

28. Sti ('he, "Shu Ktio Xi hengjiian." in Qtian Simg shi. ed. Fn Xuan( ong
(Beijing: Beijing I'niversitv Piess. 1991), jufDi 863, 10031.

29. Deng Chun, Hun ji, in ZS()^ vol. 2. 716. ,\l<'xandcr Sopcr, ''Ifsiaiig-Kiii>-
Ssu: .-\n Imperial Ieinple of Northern Sim^i,," Joiinial 'ifllir .\niiTini>i Ori-
ental. Sorirly 68, no. 1 (l'.HS): 33. translates the phrase as "a sitggestion
of somher and dismal shapes." Miirck, I'liffn and I'ninting in Song China,
229. translates the line as "merely had coniealing atinosphetr and a
dispirited qtiality."

30. Mi Fu, Hudshi, in /SQ^ vol. 1, 979f). Viewing a painting ol an autumn
scene. Sii .Shi, Su .Shi quanji, 351, also compared "scaitcred woods" to
the wâ 's of "dragons and snakes."

31. Ouyang himself may not have subscrihed to this notiuti, which is a
problem to be discussed below.

32. Su C:he, "Shu Ktio Xi hengjtian," juan 863, 10031,

33. This characierizatioti comes frotn Mi Fu, who asserts (hat tht- tree.s in
an authentic Li Cheng painting do noi show the "ways of <lrag(ins,
snakes, ghosts, and spirits," often seen in landscape paintings by Li's
followers. Since Mi claims lo have seen only two authentic paintings by
Li and (he Xuiinlw htiafm. the twelfth-<:eniuiy imperial catalog, lists 159
works attached to Ihe name of Li Cheng, this gives us a sense of the
currency of this form in the eleventh century. See Mi Ftt, Huashi. iti
ZV(i vol, 1, 979; atid Xiuinh- huapu. in ibid,, vol. 2, 92.

34. Lawrence Sickman and Marc F. Wilson, "A Solitarj' Monastery amid
Clearing Peaks," in liighl Dynasties iij Chinese fainting ((.ilevelatid; Cleve-
land Mnseum of Art; Blooinington: Indiana University Press. 1980), 15.

35. Ouyang Xiu, '"[ian hua," in Ouyang Xiu quanji, vol, 5, 1976, trans, bused
on Bush and Shih. Eaih Chinfsi' 7VA7.V 231, with ttiodifications.

36. Gno chanicleri/es a good atchitectural dtawing as follows: "In painting
buildings among trees, one's calculations should be faultless, while tlie
drawing [should be carried out with] a brush of eveti strength. Per-
spective distance will penetrate ihc space, v.ith a hundred [lines] con-
verging on a single point. , . . In paititing towers and pavilions, one
usually shows all four corners, with ihc bracketing ranged in order:
from and rear are clearly distinguished withont error in the marking-
lines." Guo Ruoxu, Tuhua jiamnfn zhi (1074), in /SQj vol. 1, 4ti7b; see
also Alexander Soper. trans.. Kiio /ei-Hsii\ Exfjmeniei in Painting: An
Elnienth <>})tuTy Hi.Uary o/ Chinesr Painting (Washington, D.C: Atiierican
Council of Learned Societies, 1951), 12.

37. Xuanhr huapu, in ZS(l vol. 2, 92a.

38. Han Yu, "Song Meng Dongye xti," in Quan Tung wen, juan 555, 5612-
13, trans. Charles Hariman, Hat) Yii and tJw T'ang Search for Unity
{Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), 230-32.

39. Su Shi, "Guo Xi Qiushan ping\iian ershou." .355, irans. following
Murck. Pnehy and Painting in .Song China, 124,

40. This line may explain ihe schi>Iar looking frctm ihe counttT hanilel
awaiting the newly arrived donkey rider in A Solitary Mona.\ti-ry.

41. St>ng Yu, "jiubian." in Chitri buxhu. ed. Hong Xing/u (I0'.)0-1155) (Tai-
pei: Tiangotig shtiju, 1989), 182, trans. Da\id Hawkes, Ch'u Tz'u: The
Songs (if the South (Boston: Beacon Press, 1959), 92-93, emphasis added.
This is reinforced and mediated by Du Fu's reiteration, qnoting Song
Yu, "'Decay and decline': deep knowledge have I of S<)ng Yu's grief."
Du Fu. "Yonghuai guji," trans. Murck. i'tietiy and Painting in Song China,
lii.

42. Otiyang Xiu, "Qlusheng fii," in Ouynng Xiu qu/in/i, vol. 2, 256. For
translatiotis, see Arthur Waley, Tran.\htions from llw Chinese (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1941), 317-18; A, C. Graham, in Anthology of Chinese
Litnature from Early Times to the fouHeniih Century, ed. Cyril Birch (New
York: Grove Press, 1965), 368-69: and Egan, I.ittrary Wi>iii.\ of (>u-\ang
H.sui. 127-29,

43. Ouyang Xin, "SongYang/hi xu." in Ouynng Xin ijtianji. vol. 2. 629,
trans. Ronald Egan, "The Controversy over Music and 'Sadiiess' and
Changing Conceptions of the Qin in Middle Period China," Harvard
Jiiumal of Asiatic Studies 57, no. 1 (June 1997): 63,

44. Huang Tingjian, "Hu Zongytian shiji xu," in Slutngu ji, VV-yH^cd,. juan
16, 19,

45. Deng Chun, Huaji (1167), in ZSQ vol. 2, 716h. See also Mttrck, Poetry
and Painting in Song China, 229,

46. Mi Fu, Hna\hi. in ZSQ vol. I. 979h.

47. A lahleau of ihe Greai Snbjugaiion of Mara was i)ai[ued by (iati Wenjin
on the wesi wall of the Buddha Hall of ihe Xiangguo Moiiitstciy in the
Northern Song capital, tltio Rtuixit, 'I'uhuri jianumi thi. in Z\Ci vol. 1,
479b. In light of Hav's identifit ation of the Buddhist tnonastery in A
Sniitajy Monrisli-ry ;LS possihly alluding ti) lviubao MonasteiT, it is interest-
ing to note ihat Gao Wenjin also painied tiiiddhist tableaux on the
pagoda wall in the Kaibao Monasteiy. ihid.. vol. I, •179h. Thai ibe post-
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Tang tableaux of ihe Subjiigailiin of Mara still reliiiii ihc Tang compo
sition can be deduced IVoiii (he relief camng of liif llicnu' on a panel
beneaili ilie SuiiieRi rornicf of ihi' siont' pa^cda in Qixia MoiKisteiy
in Naiijiiij;, ihe rapilal (if ibc Souiliem Tang in ibc icnili cemLir\'. It is
wiirth noiiiig ihai a group of rcnownt-d SmiihiTii Tang (igurc painters,
iiuludiiiH Wang Qihaii. Zhou VVenjii, and others caiiir to [he Nt)rthcni
Soiifi capital following the capiivitj' of Li Yu, ihf Souihcrn Tang ruler.

48. The painiing, now in ihe Tokyo National Museum, is probably a Yuan
dynasty (1'279-I3fi8) copy of Shike's painting. See Shujiro Shimada,
"Concerning the I-P"in Style of Painiing," pt. 1, trans. James Cahill, Ori-
mlalAtii, no. 2 (1961): 132,

49. Deng Chun, Huaji, in ZS{J vol. 2, 70«a.

50. Su Shi, "Gu<i Xi Qiushan pingyiiaii ershou," trans, following Miirck.
I'oi'ln anil I'uinling in San^ Chiri/i, 124.

51. Mi Fu, Huashi, in ZSQ, vol. I, 983.

52. l,i Ziyi, "Clytin Dongpo suohua Guo Gongpu jiabi zhtimti gualshi shi,"
in Su Shi Imzhu. YWSQ ed.. Juan 23, 27.

53. Ouyang Xiu. "Miiimlian Fn." in Oiiyang Xiii t/tuinji, vol. 2. 2ri4-.">5.
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